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IEEE IoT Brings People Together
IEEE IoT Workshops
Gathering of global IoT experts, leaders, and other
participants to explore new technologies, IEEE
standards, applications, and future business models
 September 2014, Silicon Valley
 April 2013, Shenzen, China
 November 2013, Silicon Valley
 November 2012, Milan, Italy

IEEE IoT Soiree & Startup Events
Bringing together established and emerging players in
IoT. Fostering IoT innovation. A catalyst for expansion
and growth of the IoT ecosystem
 Startup “Hot Seat”: Startup companies introduce
themselves to potential partners and investors
 Past
 January 2015, Co-located with Consumer
Electronics Show, Las Vegas, NV, USA
 May 2015, San Jose, CA, USA

Summer 2015 IoT StartUp Event
 Aug 13, 2015, Tel Aviv, Israel
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The Birth of IEEE P2413



P2413 is an outgrowth of a multi-year
series of IoT Standards workshops and
roundtables to understand requirements
by vested stakeholders in the evolving IoT
environment.



P2413 was initiated through the guidance
of the IEEE-SA’s Industry Strategic IoT
Team with a focus to integrate market
needs with the developing IoT technology
landscape.
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IEEE P2413 Goals








Accelerate the growth of the IoT Market by enabling
cross-domain interaction and platform unification through
increased system compatibility, interoperability and
functional exchangeability
Define an IoT architecture framework that covers the
architectural needs of the various IoT Application
Domains
Increase the transparency of system architectures to
support system benchmarking, safety, and security
assessments
Reduce industry fragmentation and create a critical mass
of multi-stakeholder activities around the world
Leverage the existing body of work
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IEEE P2413 Scope
This standard defines an Architectural Framework for
the IoT, including descriptions of various IoT
domains, definitions of IoT domain abstractions, and
identification of commonalities between different IoT
domains.
The Architectural Framework for IoT provides:






reference model that defines relationships among various
IoT domains (e.g., transportation, healthcare, etc.) and
common architecture elements
reference architecture that:





builds upon the reference model
defines basic architectural building blocks and their ability to be
integrated into multi-tiered systems
addresses how to document and mitigate architecture
divergence.

blueprint for data abstraction and the quality "quadruple"
trust that includes protection, security, privacy, and safety.
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IoT Application Domains & Stakeholders*
Consumer equipment providers

Hospitals & Doctors
Insurance companies

Consumers

Healthcare

Media

ICT infrastructure
providers

Appliances
providers

Home &
Building

Facility
management

Regulators
Logistics

Logistics
companies

Public transport
companies

IoT architecture
frame work

Retail

Retail stores

Application
developers
Mobility/
Transportation

City authorities
Manufacturing industries

Energy

Utilities
Manufacturing

Automation equipment providers
* due to the diversity of IoT application areas only selected
domains and stakeholders are shown
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IEEE P2413 Definitions
• The Group accepted the definition of the “Thing”:
Apps & Services

Security
Function/
Method

The “Thing”

Properties
Information
Exchange

Notes:
• Things, Apps, and Services
can be integrated into what
would be abstracted as a
“Thing”
• Information exchange
could be “horizontal”
(subscribe/publish as an
example) or vertical, or
both
• Properties could be real or
virtual
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IEEE P2413 Levels of abstractions

Level of
Abstraction

IEEE P2413 Architectural Framework
Reference Model
Reference Architecture
Applications and Services
Universal Thing Description

Physica
l entity

Dish- Washing Lighting
Guitar Weather
washer machine system

...

Things

Coffee Pressure
Etc.
maker transmitter

Universal Thing Description
Who am I
Who makes me
What can I do
Where do you go to get more info
Who is asking
What language do I talk
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IEEE P2413 Structure
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IEEE P2413 Potential Profiles
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IEEE P2413 Membership
1. Cisco Systems
2. dZhON Pty. Ltd.
3. Emerson
4. EPRI
5. General Electric
6. Hitachi, Ltd.
7. Honeywell International
8. Huawei Technologies
9. Infocomm Development Authority (IDA)
10. Intel
11. Institute for Information Industry (III)
12. Kaspersky Lab
13. NIST
14. Qualcomm Inc.
15. Renesas
16. Rockwell Automation
17. Schneider Electric
18. Senslytics
19. Siemens AG
20. SIGFOX

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

STMicroelectronics
Toshiba Corporation
Wipro
Yokogawa Electric Corporation
ZTE
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P2413 – Conclusions



P2413 recognizes the evolving transformational
integration and convergence across technology and
application domains.



P2413’s goal is to provide an extensible integrated
architectural framework that will continue to evolve
and unify the standards creation effort.



P2413 will continue to deepen industry engagement by
leveraging global IoT workshops, webinars,
roundtables and other tools of the IEEE IoT Initiative.



P2413 is an open community and all are welcome to
participate and to share perspectives on addressing
and preparing for the inter-connected world of 2020.
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Mapping IEEE P2413 to IEC TC65
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Mapping IEEE P2413 to IEC TC65
What is the benefit for industrial automation users
using COTS from Comercial and
Telecommunications?
Since mid of 1990 IA is offering components to the
market based on commercial products, but hardened.

•
•

Less costs




based on mass production in ICT market
Maintenance can be done by ICT skilled persons instead of experts.

Participate on innovations of ICT technologies





Faster time to market
Openess to share information with ICT
Increased usability

But:

•

Hardening needed e.g. for robustness, high availability,
security, reliability, functional safety, intrinsic safety, etc.
needed, see IEC TC65 projects like IEC 61158, IEC 62934,
IEC 61918, …..
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IoT and SmartManufacturing






IEEE P2413 defines a THING as
follows:
A Thing in the Internet of Things is
the object of concern from the
viewpoint of the user (application or
service) as shown in this Figure.
A Thing has functions/methods,
properties and ways of information
exchange.
In smart manufacturing virtual
descriptions exist for things. An
application may access virtual
description that consist of one or
more things.
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Examples of Properties





Properties
could be
real or
virtual
May be
different
between a
type and
an
instance.
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Levels of device compatibility

Semantics and

Dynamic performance

Interchangeable

Interoperable

Interworkable

Interconnectable

Coexistent

Needed feature
Incompatible

application
functionality shall be
known to increase the
compatibility level as
requested by IA and
IoT.
This view of IEC
61804-2 should be
considered to be
amended for IoT. The
view of IEC 61804-2
was limited to FBs and
associated
communication links.

Compatibility level

x

Application functionality

x

x

Parameter semantics

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Data types
Data Access
Communication interface
Communication protocol

x
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Example for an instantiated model



The higher
topics in the
pyramid results
in a higher level
of compatibility.
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What is Role of Function Blocks?








The measurement, calculation and
control application reflect the unique
design of each process plant. Setup
of the control system is often done by
the end user. Function blocks allow
end users to address these diverse
requirements – same requirements for
IoT.
The function blocks that control
systems vary by manufacturer but
generally follow standards.

•
•
•

IEC 61804-2 Process Function Blocks
IEC 61131 Function Blocks
IEC 61499 Function Blocks

Function block implementation varies
with the control system design – same
requirements for IoT.
Mostly users are using predefined
tested Function Blocks to build their
applications.
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IEC61131 Programmable controllers - Part
3: Programming languages



Function Block Diagram


Sequential Function
Chart (SFC)

Ladder Diagram

(* simple state machine *)
TxtState := STATES[StateMachine];
CASE StateMachine OF 1: ClosingValve();
ELSE BadCase(); END_CASE;

Structured text

In December 1993 the
International Electrotechnical
Committee(IEC) published the IEC
61131 Programmable controllers
standard. The control structure
used today by Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLC) or a
Distributed Control Systems
(DCS) can be traced to part 3 this
standard - Programming
languages.
The graphical languages defined
by IEC 61131 have had a major
influence on tools used in the
process industry for continuous
and discrete control : Ladder
Diagram and Functional Block
Diagram, sequential function
charts (SFC) and Structured text.
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IEC61804 (Cont)


I/O Image
Table




Controller
Processor
and
Memory

Distriubuted Control
Systems often are designed
to support only periodic
control execution.
Execution period may be set
to match process dynamics
and minimize controller
load.
Event based control, if
supported, may be limited
in scope e.g. execution
triggered by change in state
of a discrete input.
I/O scan is commonly not
synchronized with control
execution

Controller or
Remote I/O
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IEEE P2413 Levels of abstractions (see Fig 16)

Level of
Abstraction

IEEE P2413 Architectural Framework
Reference Model
Reference Architecture
Applications and Services
Universal Thing Description

Physica
l entity

Dish- Washing Lighting
Guitar Weather
washer machine system

...

Things

Coffee Pressure
Etc.
maker transmitter

Universal Thing Description
Who am I
Who makes me
What can I do
Where do you go to get more info
Who is asking
What language do I talk
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Role of EDDL/FDI
•

•

IEC 62769 FDI
IEC 61804-2 etc.
IEC 62453 FDT

•

Device description languages (EDDL and
FDI) have been traditionally used in the
process industry to access static and
dynamic data in a field devices. They
provide semantic to combine different
function block and different devices as the
basis for interoperability.
Device descriptions can be simple for
simple devices and can be more inclusive
for more complex devices (e. g, those
where calibration/setup of field devices is a
requirement)
EDDL and FDI could potentially be used in
control systems to describe the function
blocks provided for implementation of
measurement, calculation and control.
Expanded scope may require some
modifications and extensions in EDDL/FDI.
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Information Access Using OPC-UA

•

•
•

OPC-UA allows an application
to access containment
information within the control
system i.e. a list of things at
various levels of access.
However, OPC provides no
means of interpreting the
elements at a given level
The uniqueness of the
manufacturer’s control
implementation is hidden
through the use of OPC for
data access
A significant limitation of OPCUA is that the technology only
supports accessing one
parameter value at a time.
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Security in Information Access

•

•

IEC 62443 based on•
ISO/IEC 27xxx series
•

Streamed data from the controller
to the server and from the server
to the mobile user device should
be encrypted. Hardware
encryption is preferred.
WebSockets can use either
hardware or software encryption
WebSockets provide browser
support, inherent firewall
friendliness and full-duplex, bidirectional messaging for realtime, low-latency messaging
Access rights to data should be
given on a user basis, role,
groups and enforced through the
creation of a virtual Internet
Device that supports standard
access methods.
Can plug and play be achieved in
a secure manner?
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How does „Industrial automation“ fit into IoT

Today

Existing
application
domains could
claim to be
part of IoT, but
…

201407-10

Ti
me
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How does „Industrial automation“ fit into IoT

Based on IEEE P2413

… the benefit of IoT
shall be that IoT-devices
and -phys. Entities can
be used in different
application domains
with a certain
compatibility level!
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How does „Industrial automation“ fit into IoT
Based on other IEEE Standards








Parts of IA specific standards are or will be
IEEE standards:
IEC 61784-2,CPF3/4 Transparent Clock
Synchronisation is part of IEEE 1588.
IEC 61784-2,CPF3 Real-time Ethernet is part of
IEEE 802.1AS
IEC 61784-2,CPF3 Real-time Ethernet will be
part of IEEE 802.3br
IEC 61784-2,CPF3 Real-time Ethernet will be
part of IEEE 802.1 TSN
IEC 62439-3, Part of Parallel Redundancy
Protocol (PRP) and High-availability Seamless
Redundancy (HSR) will be part of IEEE 802.1.
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How does „Industrial automation“ fit into IoT
Hypothesis








Semantics of things becomes the most crucial
issue to use IoT devices in different application
domains. In the worldwide IoT a real thing must
be uniquely identified. The characterization of
things must follow the Property Principle (PP)
which postulates that each thing must have
an unique standardized identifier (ID);
a semantically standardized name;
a standardized data format for its value.
A lot of International Standards (or drafts) of
IEC, ISO and IEEE invented by IA may be the
basis for the future IoT devices.
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TC 65

Most important IoT activities worldwide
(content perspective)
Status 9/15

AIOTI
…….

ISO TMB SAG I4.0/S
ISO TC 184

European project
(IoT)
……

SC1/SC2 (NC and Robotics)
SC4 (relationship knowledge)
SC4 (ISO 10303 STEP)
SC4 (eOTD,
JT-Format

OGC
Geodata

IEC
SG8

IETF
Communications

ISA

IEC TC3(rules&Common
Data Dictionary CDD)
IEC TC65 (Industrie 4.0)
IEC TC57 (smart grid)
IEC 17B (LVG 1))

W3C
Semantic Web

IIC

ISO/IEC
JTC1
WG10 IoT

Industrie 4.0

NIST
IoT

IEEE
P2413 IoT
802.24 IoT & SE

China
Smart ConGrid nected
Cars

.....

ITU-T
IoT

ETSI
M2M initiative

oneM2M
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IEC SG8 topics



In addition to the presentation „ IEC
Initiatives: Factory of the Future, Smart Grid
Roadmap“ some intended items presented
in advance to the final SG8 report:



Asking IEC CO for support







to propose to ITU specific spectrum for wireless
industrial applications (WIA);
the IEC SC3D CDD data base;
to establish a smart mfg inventory of existing
standards and standardization projects in progress

Proposing an IEC Systems Committee on
Industrie4.0/Smart manufacturing
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IEC SG8 topics and expectations to an
IEC Systems Committee




Initiate together with IEC SC3D a definition of
the universe in the taxonomy/class definitions.
Establish a process how TCs have to etablish
specific properties to CDD.
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